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Air Core Cryogenic Magnet Coils for Fusion Research and 
. * High Energy Nuclear Physics ApplicationS · 

R. F. Post and c. E. Taylor 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California 

.Livermore, California 

In the fields of controlled fusion research and high energy nuclear 

physics i~ is becoming evident that means for the efficient generation of 

very high magnetic fields must be sought. Since ferromagnetic materials 

are of no help at the required fiel:ds (of order 105 9-uss) one can only 

rely on the u~e ~f air core coil~, so that the fields which can be reached 

·.depend only on-.:tl1e ampere-turns achievable and simple geometrical factors • 

. In this case the limitations on attainable fields usually co~ down to a 
.> 

question of available ·electrical power, .or, more fun~ntal:Iy, to limitations . 

imposeaby heating of the coil conductorS and problems· of heat transfer 

within the coilo . For labo.re.tory-sized magnets, the limit is reached in 

magnets such as the Bitter magnet, where nearly the ultimate limit is .reached 

in power density 8nd heat transfer, in order to achieve steady fields of 

105 gauss in volumes of order 1 liter •. 

The. avenue to alleviating these problems has been open to us for. a 

long time, but has been largely ignored, for a variety of reasons. It has 

been.long known that at very low temperatures the electrical resis~ivity 

of many pure metals ·drops to a sma.ll fraction of .its value at room temperature. 

This fact implies a corresponding] y large drop in the volume resistivity losses 

of a coil, and bas been.: .. exploited on a laboratory scale by several investiga.tors~l) 
The possible application ·of this same technique to the generation of high 

magnetic fields for·fusi0n and accelerator applications has als9 been discussed 

* ' W.oli! done under the auspices of' the U.s. Atomic Energy Commission. 

1. For example, J. L. Olsen, Helvetica Physics, Acta 26, 798 (1953); 
Harold Furth and R. W. W'aniek, Rev. ,sci, Inst., 27, 195 (1956); 
H. La.quer and E. F. Hammel, Rev. Sci. Inst., 28, 875. (1957) and Proceedings 
of the 1956 Cryogenic Engineering CQD.ference, September 5-7, 1956, 
pp. 117-119. 
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or suggested in a general way many times in the past(~) What has apparently 

not been adequately noted is that dramatic effect which scaling to,_le.rge 

magnet sizes wo~d have on the practicality of applying cryogenic techniques 

to high field magnet designs. Since the strength of magnetic fields produced 

by tmy air core magnet ctm be shown to be proportional only to the current 

density and a linear dimension of· the coil, unifonnl.y scaling tmy air core 

coil in size produces a higher field· strength for the same current density. 

This fact, CO\lpled 'w1 th the reduction of res~ stance attainable through cryogenics, 

metms that very efficient generation of high magnetic fields should be possible 

with large cryogenic coils. Conversel~ much of the .potential gains of cryogenic 

techniques are lost if they are applied to small coils, for which designs 

such as the Bitter magnet, operating with conductors at ·room temperature, are 

probably superior. 

Factors.Which Influence The Efficiency 

The possible <Ntmtitative advantages to be gained by lowering the 

temperature of air core coils will now be discussed. The degree of reduction 

of coli losses 'Which can be obtained depends upon. the temperature to Which 
. . 

the coil is lowered, the purity of the metal, and the strength of· magnetic 

. field which is to be attained. Balanced ~inst the reduction of coil losses 

achieved in this way is the fact that the lower the temperature at which 

operation is attempted the greater is the energy wich will be lost irreversibly 

in running. the refrigeration pltmt. Thus, it must be demonstrated that an 
. . 

overall gain can, in fact, be attained when this is taken into account. Whe:ther 

a net reduction in energy losses is achievable depends on several factors~ 

The. first factor to be considered is the energy necessarily required 

to be expended in the refrigeration pltmt in carrYing the coil heat "uphill" 

from its operating temperatures to the temperature of the refrigerator heat 

sink (room temperature) • This energy cost must clearly be added to the coil 

dissipation to obtain the total power loss to be ascribed to the production 

2. D •. R. Wells, Project Mattemorn Technical Memo - NY0-6375 {September, i956) 
and R. F •. Post, UC~2311 (1954) and R. F. Post, Physical Rev., ~ 126 
(l946). 
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of the confining magnetic fieldo 

The "efficiency" of a refrigerator used to carry low tempen,t.ture heat 

:from the coil and deliver it at room temperature can be described in terms 

of the efficiency of' an "ideal" (Carnot) refrigeration cycle, multiplied _ 

_ by a "mechanical" or "process" efficiency, ~')which represents the· ef'f'~ct 

of' additional mechanical and thermal losses in the actual refrigeration 

system. 

The Ca:rnot efficiency relates the work1 W, necessary to pump an amount 

of' heat energy, __ Q, from a low temperature heat source at temperature T
0 

to 

a higher temperature heat sinlt at temperature TE, by use of' an ideal heat _ · 

engine. · This is: 

(1) 

.• 

The actual amount of' hea~::_l,'umped between _T0 · and Te per unit energy is then' . 

given by: 
r_ Q l • _·• ~ .~/ 1lR [ Q 
[ W ]R ~: W . . .·. . 

:- .. ·:., . . 

L=~ [~\J (2) 

. ::~ 

The total amount of epergy lost to ·.the heat sink is the sum of' the' heat 

pumped plus the work ~~ded in pumpinS it. Thus: 
·:.·.· 

W~~ ;~,)Q + WR 
. :: .~ .. 

~ Q.[ 1 + ...L _TE .. To]· 
. ~ .•. --- _.To . 

(3)' .. 

. In the present ~ase .,Q/ would be eqwh~ ·: in steady-state, to the aetu&i 

. joule heat released·: in . tJ:i~: coil. This ~s that if the magnet losse~ are:. 
. : . : . . . : ..... ~-.:. • .:. :: :'· .. ;.:.. . . . . . . . . ': t 

-· Pm(T0 ) watts at tempera~ T0, then to·:·r~~:tbe total energy which must :~<, 

be expended in producinS: t)le magnetic field, ·one ·must multiply Pm by_ the_'··> 

"refrigeration factor" · · · · 

1 (4)· .. 

1la 

.. : ' ... · ...... 
· .. : 
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GR is tabulated in Table I for various values of ~~ for a value of 

~ • 300°K (27°C, i.e., ".room temperature"). 

The overall gain (or loss) to be achieved by the use of refrigeration 

is proportional to· the product of the mean resistivity of the conducting 

. material used in the coil a.nd the refrigera.tio~ factor, GR. This defines 

an "effective resistivity" for the coil. In using this factor to determine 

the overall .gain to be achieved by the use of refrigeration, we will be. 

interested in two questions. The one is the choice of the· particular metal 

from which to fabricate the coil. The other is the choice of optimum operating 

temperature ·for the coil. ·. It will therefore be convenient. to adapt a "e~dard" 

against which to compare. Thi~ standard will be taken to be pure copper at 

30?~ (27°C), which has a ~sistivity of 1.73 x ·1?-6 
ohm-em, desi~ted by 

p
8

• Thus, taking TE = 300 K, we may evaluate the ratior p(T(>)/p
6
JGR(T0 ), 

as a function of temperature for any pure metal ( inclu~ng copper i teelf), 

·to determine the reduction in power losses achievable by refrigeration. 

It is elear that any metal for Wich the resistance does not drop to 

a value less than (1/GR) times the resistance of copper at 300<>x: cannot 

possibly offer a: gain. ·Since the results to be obtained are obviously 

going to depend on the value of refrigerator mechanical efficiency assumed, 

a word needs tc? be added on this questi0n. The value of '\n.is limited 

pri,ma.rily by the ~tate of the refrigerator ·,art at the temperature to be 

achieved, and the size of refrigerator units used. Today small Wlits might 

typically have values of 'ffi of 0.25 or ev.e.n lower, ::whereas it is possible to . 

estimate that large, carefUlly designed,. Units might achieve mechanical · 

efficiencies as high as 0.50 or possibly higher. This efficiency is in 

sharp contrast to that Which would 1>e achieved in early, small refrigera't_ors. 
'• .. . 

Low refrigerator efficiency has often led_ to discouraging results in ·earlier 

calculations O:r the possible gains from·.c·ryogenics in magnet coil design. 

; In detenrJ:p1rig p(T0) for use in this ~ression it is necessary to · 

consider the factors which influence the resistivity of metals at low 

temperatures. The electrical resistivity of many nearly-pure metallic 

., 

.d: 
i" .·. 
··• 
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TABLE I 

GR as a i'Unction or TemPerature and ~ · 

0.3 0 • .35 0.4 o.45 0.5 

98 84 13 65 59 

64 55 49 43 39 

48· 41 36 32 29 

38 32 28 25 23 

31 ·27 23 21 19 
, .. .•. , 

. 26 23 20 18 16 

. t 
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elements in the annealed state is describable as the sum ·of three "c0m.ponents"(3), 

one associated with the pure element itself, Which we Shall call p0, a second, 

arising from impurity atoms (or crystal lattice defects) which will be called 

pi' and a third associated with the effect of a· magnetic field, WhiCh we shall 

call pB. For small impurity contents the three components add essentially .. 

independently, so that the total resistivity is simply: 

( 5) 

To a reasonable approximation the impurity resistivity term is independent 

of temperatu,re, and thus appears merely as an additive constant (Matthiessen's 

Rule). The s8me is roughly true of the magneto-resistance term, ~. The 

intrinsic resistivity, p0, howeve1; varies 'markedly with temperatUre, especially 

at low temperatures. 

The variation of p0 with temperature for certain nearly pure metals is 

remarkab~y accurately predicted over a wide range of temperature by a theoretical 
. . 

exprel!>sion based on q~tum mechanical calculations by Houston, Bloch and · 

others. Fl'om this theory it is possible to derive a "~iversal. resistivity 

curve" (the Bloeh-Gruneisen function) 'Which can be -used .to predict approximately ; : 

the temperature d~ndence of the .intrinsic resistiVity of many pure metals · 

(such as Cu, Al1 Na, etc.) in terms of a characteristic "resistance temperature", 
9, which can be found for each metal. The B-G function will be ·of use in 

obtaining·analytic expressions for the energy losses, and in predicting the 

optimum conductor material to be used in the coil. The values of. 9 for pure 

metals· are a few hundred degrees Kelvin, i.e., of the order of room temperature. 

The universal resistiVity curve is obtained by expressing temperature 

in dimensionless units, t o T/9, and resistivity in the dimensionless unit 

r = p(t)/p(9), i.e., r is the ratio of resistivity at temperature t to that 

at temperature ~. One significant feature of the theoretical curve is that 

at normal temperature (t:: i) and down to temperatures of about 0.2,, 9, the 

3. See for example, D. K. Co MacDoilald, ''Handbuch der Physik", Vol. 14 
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:relative resistivity varies only linearly with temperature. In this range 

the B-G function is closely ap:proximated by ·a simple linear function 

r • 1.16t - 0.16 (6) 

. 5 
However, for temperatures below apProximately t = 0 .15, r varies as t , thus 

dropping rapidly to small values as the temperature approaches 0°K. It is 

in this range that the greatest gains from cooling are to be realized. The 

variation of r for t < 0.10 (T < 0.1 9). is given by the expression: 

r = (525) t 5 (7) 

In Table n values of the .intrinsic resistivity of sodium relative to 

its resistivity at 273°K (0°C} are given, as calculated from the Bloch-Gruneisen 

theory. These are compared w1 th various experimental. data (after MacDonald ( 
4)) • 

The agreement is seen to be remarkable 1 even down to the lowest temperatures. 

It .is obvious from the nature ·of eq. ( 7) that if the behavior predicted 

by the Bloch-Gruneisen theory were the 'Whole story, the intrinsic resistivity 

~ould be .reduced to an arbitrarily low figure merely by droppiDg the temperature, 

so that the energy losses in a high field magnet coil could be made arbitrarily 

low. However, at very low temperatu.res ~e impurity and magneto-resistivity 

terms may become important, so that it is.necessary carefully ·to consider 

these addiational loss factors in order to assess the eventual gains which 

actually could be achieved. 

In choosing the best metal or metals for use in large magnet coils, 

some preliminary criteria can be applied immediately. These are that the · · 

metal should be inexpensive and readily pbtainable in pure form. Beyond this, 

it is clear that the most_·important requirements are that the metal should 

p~ssess a low intrinsic resistance and the lowest possible magneto-resistance' 

coefficient. In scanning: the list of elements, ·it appears that there are 

4. · D. K. C. MacDonald, Proc. Roy. sOc., A, 202, 103 (1950) 
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TABLE II 

robserved 

T°K: rcal.c (1.)' (2). (3):· 

273.2 1.0000· 1.0000 
170.9 0.5672. 0.5672 
108.7 0.3135. 0.3168 
90.0 0.2600· : 

87.8· 0.2279: 0';.2279. 

i' 77.6. 0.1860 0.1849 
56.8 0.1022 0.1055 
20.4 0.00327· o.oo34 0.00326 
15.95 0.00100 0.00098 
14.1 0.00055 0.00051 
13.1' 0.00038~ ·o.ooo365 
11:.05. 0.000154 0.000173 
9.65 0.000093 0.000102 
8.1 o.oooo4 0.00005 

.. 4.2 0.00000+. 0.00000 

1. Mei·ssner and· Voigt (1930) 
2. Wal.tier and Kamerlugb Onnes·. (1924) 
3. MacDonald and.Mend.elsso~ (19501 
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~· 

three prime candichi.tes. These are, copper, aluminum and sodium. Of the 

.three, copper is. most attractive in terms of ease of use, and 1 ts ready 

a.vailabili ty ln bi:sh purt ty form. Insufficient data exists to properly . 

evaluate aluminum, but 1 t appears to be somewhat superior to copper in the 

overall gain~ which could be ~cted. But if sodium _can be used, 1 t hold 

p~se of tar greater gains than can ever be achieved with copper. 

The . approximate resistance temperatures for. copper, alumim.un and sodium 
. . 0 0 0 . . . 
are respectively, 300 1 390 and 200 Kelvin. Thus, referring to the Bloch-

Gruneisen. curve, . it can be seen that for t < 0 .-1 ( tei!q)eratures . 

lower than. 30°K, · 39°K or. 20°K, respecti~ly) the intrins~c resistance o~ > 
each of these metals w111: fall rapidly to a small fraction of its value 

at rooin temperature•· It is at these temperatures, and lo-wer, where we can 
.• 

expe~t to achieve the greatest gain from cooling. The resistivity of copper 

~t t m 1 (300°K) is 1.73 x 10-6 ohm-em, that 9f al.ulninum at its characteristic 

temperature (390°K) is 3.87 x 10-6 ohm-em and that of sodium at 200°K (t =· 1) 
. ~ ' . 

is 3-68 x 10 ... 

Thus at oo<>x, '( t = o.o6f[) from (25) the intrinsic resistance of copper 

is 7.1 x 10-
4 

of its val~~ at room ~ra.ture, i.e., only 1.2 x .10-9ohm-em. 

Similarily, alnmium~ at 25~ ( t = 0 .064) bas a .predicted intrinsic resistivity 

of 2.2 x 10-9 ohm-em. At 10~ (t = 0.05) sodiUm has .an intrinsic .. resistivity 

Of 0 e.; X 10-9 ohms, or abciut i3 X 10-4: of. the. resisti rt ty Of copper. at robin. 

temperature. 

Coill:ilder 1lO'W the ma.gneto-res:tstence' ettect •. This effect arises from 

addi tiona.l small scattering losses imposed on the conduction electrons o,r: ,. 
a metal when they move 1n the presence of· a strong magnetic field and ·the : ·. 

resulting Hall· electrlc ti.elds. In gene~, the effect, on1y important at. 
high fields and is most pronounced when the direction of current f'lav is 

perpendicular to the fiel~ ·.direction, as · ~ t: is 1n magnet coils of conventional 

design. For current flow parB.llel to the direction of the field, (such e.e 

might be encountered in s~-cS.lled "force-free" magnet coils(5)) the effect 

is· substantially lower, rio Hall potentials being generated in establishing 

the flow. 

5. H. Furth and Ro W. Waniek, op. cit. 

:.·· 

" .. • 

.·: 
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Except in respect to gross details, the theory of the magneto-resistive 

effect does not adequately predict the actual values observed. The qualitative 

_behavior to be expected is an increase ill resistivity which is quadratic with 

field at low fields, . becomes linear . at higher fields and finally saturates 

to a constant value at very high fields. Since the effect is very small, 

it is only observable at very low temperatures, so that experimental work . 

is scanty in this field, and fraught with difficulty. Fortunately, however, 

. for the metals which will be discussed 1n this study, relatively good data 

exists. Recent data on the magneto-resistance coefficient of copper and 

sodium exists for transverse magnetic fields in the general :ra.nge of' interest 

for this study{ G-). In the range of' the most accurate measurements, a nearly 

linear variation of' ~ with B is found. The fields necessary to produce 

the predicted satu~tion effects have only barely been reached in these ex

periments. However, for the purpose of' this study, a linear variation of pB 

for all B values above those for Which direct measurements exist will be 

assumed. This Diay result in somewhat overeetima.ting the effect of magneto

resistivity at the highest fields used. But note that, in applying the 

results of laboratory measurements of magneto-resistance to predict the

magneto-resistance effect on a large coil, it is necessary to assume that 

an equally favorable situation with regard to the setting up of' Hall potentials . . 
can exist in the ·large ceil as that which existed in the measurementso This 

will, no doubt, require experimentation and care in the design of' the coil, 

since little information exists at present on t~s question. 

In Table Ill some experimental values of ~ for Cu and Na are given as 

a fuactiQil of B. It is clear from the data that sodium exhibits a far lower 

transverse magneto-resistance effect than copper. 

It is also clear that, altheugh it is negligible at low fields, at magnetic 

fields of 105 gauss or more, ~ represents a substantial., if not dominant,· 

part 0f tbe resistivity at· low temperature. However, to calculate quantitatively 
- . ' -· ·-· . 

·-· . -See tor exampl.e, D. K. c. MacDonald, ''Handbuch der Physik", Vol. 14 
.. ; 
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TABLE III 

Cu Na 

B PB 
.. 

Pp,fB Pp, PB/B 

gauss ohm-em obm em/ gauss obm-cm obm-cmfgausf 

104 4.8 x lo·9 (a) 4.8 X 10 -13 -10( 1.7 x 10 c) ·1.7 X 10•l4 

2 X 104 
9.6 X +0-9(~)· 4.8 X 10~l3 

,,·. . · .. :· . .. 

10
4 

... 

1o'"1~(c) . ~14 ... 
5.2 3 X : .. X 1.7 X 10. .. 

L5 X 105 6~6· x ·lo'"8 (b).· 4.4 ' 13 
X 10'" · · 

" ,., 

... 

____ : -14 
~/B = 1.7 x 10 ohm-em/gauss 

(a) R. G. Chambers, Pro.c:~ Roy. Soc. A, 238, 344 (1956) 

Cu @ 4\~1(, p(4)/~.· (3po) = (1/825) ;· 
. . .·.· .· .::::':::·._:..:. . ' 

. ·.:.. 

(b) s. c. Olsen and L.: Rindere~, Nature,>l73, 682 (1954) 
0 .. . ' 

Cu @ 4 K, p(4)/p(JOQ) o (1/125) · . 
. . . ._ .. ··:·_· ..... _:;·:!::.~.: .·· .... > 

D .K .c. :MaCDonald, Randbuch der Physik:, Vol. 14, . p. 182 (c) 
Q• ·. . . -~ 

Na @ .4.21<1 :·p(~)/p(~75) --= 2 X 10. · · . . . .. . . ..... 

:.,. 
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the eff~ct which, magneto-resistance bas on the resistance losses in a magnet 

coil, we need to consider the actual problem in somewhat more detail. In 

particu1ar, in calcuJ.ating magneto-resistance effects in a coil, we need to 

'take into account the variation of magnetic field inside the windings them

selves, since the actual increase in mean resistiVity is thereby reduced. 

The amount of this reduction depends on the distributiGn of magnetic field 

within the windings, which in turn depends on the distribution of cuiTent. 

:Magnet Losses 

Magnet coil losses represent the summation of resistive losse~ in each 

volume element of the coil 7• · Each volume element dissipates electrical energy 

at a rate dete:rrilined by the product of the volume resistivity of the cenducting . 
. . . 2 

material and the square o:t current density, i.e., ~ pj • We will assume 

that either the current Varies sufficiently slowly in time 9r that the con

ductors are sufficiently well subdivided that skin effeets may be ignered. 

(This assumption is, however, not without its economic consequences.) The 
. 2 

.. total energy dissipated by the coil is then simply the integral of rp.J over 

the.volume of the magnet. 

(8) 

:=: .=·: . . 2 . 
If p is measured in ohm-em: and i in airrperes/ cin ·then the power density of 

· reeisti "ire losses has the ~its of watts/c~3 •. Values of pJ2 of the order of' 
10 watts/ cm3 are eilcaunte~ in typical·. ·inau~trlal magnet designs. Generally 

speaking, p is in~pendent of current d~'sity, but may vary with position· 

· in the coil for reasons which will be disciuised •. Therefore, in the ·typical. 

ease where the current densi t~ has ·the ·~~ va:Lu~ throughout the magnet,· J 
·):'. 

(9) .•... 

7. For the pioneer. treatment of' the g~.ra.l ·prob1eni of high field magnets 
and magnet lOf?Ses see .. F. Bitter, Rev. Sci. Inst., L. 379 (1936), §.,:.318 
(1937) and !Q, 373 (1,939). The trea.:tment given here differs mainly ... 
in the type of prob~¢m treated, rather than in any t'l.lnliamental way •. ··· 

··.·. 

:·· 
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where p = 1/v fidv,- is the mean resistivity of the coil. 

On the qther band, the magnetic field produced by the coil is the 

vector sum of' the field produce~ by each current carrYtng volume element. 

Considering the case of' long cylindrical coils, the field produced by the 

coil will be puz:ely in the axial ( z) direction and will simply be the summation 

of the contributions from successive cylindrical shells of the coil, each 

of Which contributes a field increment 

dB = z 
411 ro- jdr 

if j is expressed in amperes per square centimeter. 

Therefore, 

41{ J 
_r2 

B "" j(r)dr 
.. Z 

10 
rl. 

(10) 

(11) 

r 2 and r
1 

are the outsid:. and inside radial dimensions of the coU, respectively.; 

In optimizing the co:11 design, we will be interested 1n maximizing the 

magnetic energy density proauced by the coil per unit total power consummed. 

Now the magnetic energy density of the field is equ.al to B;/81{ dynes/~m2 • 
Thus, from (2) . 

= s· m 
2Jf 

= roo 
. r 2 2 

L ·j r j(r)dr] 
. 1 . 

2 dynes/ em . ( 12) 

To produce this m&gn.etic pressure requires the expenditure of resistive 

losses as predicted by (8). Since we are· interested in ma.xi:mizing the ·JDS.gnetic 

energy density pressure per unit of enel-gy dissipation, i.e., maxim1zing :{·12) 
. . 

relative to (8) ·, we write ( 8 ) in terms of res.istive los.ses per unit 

Iengf;lt b_f the coil, pM r::;.i!JL, wbere L is the ms.gnet length. The ratio 

of (1~{ ) to ( 8 ) becomes 

'.;_·. 
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-2, . -1 dynes em watt em (13) 

F measures m the efficiency of produ~tion of the magnetic field pressure 
.· . 

by the coil. F can be written in the form: which is independent of the m . . . 
actual coil dimensions and the magnitude of .the current density~ · Let · 

u • r/rl, (i.e., ~asure all dimensions in units of the inner·radius of 

the coil) a.nd similarly express. the variation of the current density in 

units of the mean current density j(r) = 3x(r). Fm then takes the form: 

F (a,x) = m 

a 

[·j 
1 

x du ]

2 

[.(X d U f 
(14) 

= 

.100 p (x) 

. where a :::~~ r 2/r1, the ratio. of inner and outer coil radii, and p(x) is th'e 

weighte<! mean resistivity of the coil. 

We see immediately that F does not·depend on the actual coil dimensions 
. m . 

at all, . but. depends only on the ratio of the inner and outer coil radius and 

· the -relative· spatial variations of resistivity and current density. There

fore, F may be used as a figure of merit for coil design which is independent 
m .· . 

of co~l dimensions. Stating the result another way, at constant magnetic 

field the coil losses per unit length are independent of magnet size, provided 

the magnet is scaled proportionately. This latter fEJ.Ct points up the advantages 

. which are inherent in ·the use of' large ~ets to produce high magnetic fields(B) 

8. The calculation given here applies t,o a l0ng solenoid. In the paper 
which follmrs this one, (UCRL-5631-T, "The Desigp of Large Cl-yogenic 
Magnet Coils "1 C • E. Taylor, .Proceedings of the 1959 Ccyogenic Engineering 
Con:f'erence, September, 1959), a more detailed calculation, pertaining 
to a coil of finite length is given .. 
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If we take the current density to be proportional to some power of 

· the re1ati ve radius, i.e. 1 x = urJ., then F m takes the form: 

1 (15) 

For x = 1 (current density independent of position within the coil) this 

reduces to 

Fm (a,i) 1 ,( a-1 ) 1 
= 50 CX+l - ... 

p 

. J . ],a - 2 . . Ud 
p =\a2 -1 ··1 P :u (16) 
I 

... 
·.';. 

Constant current den~~ty.does not necessarily correspond to the optimum 
. . 

coil design, as Will be .iater discussed~ ... Nevertheless, taking this as ari : 
assumption, we se~ ~t ttie maximum val.~/ of F , occuring when a ... 00 ( W:i.ni te ._,. . m . 
outer coil radius), is :F·:::(oo, 1) = 1/r;l)p. ·At o: = 3, F = 1/lOOp,. within 

.. m:.,' .. · . . m .. 
a factor of two of 'its ··limiting value. '·· 

The volume of the coil per unit le~ can a.l.so be readily expressed in 

· tenns of a. This:. is ',, 

. . . : ~ -: . 

Since the cost of th:~i magne·t will be approximately proportional··to-:1-t,~ 
., . . . . 

volume, it can be seen· :tb!l.t it may not oft~n be worthwhile· to increaSe tilf!'· 
vaJ.u.e of 0: much beyond 3~ .. :,;::, .... '• ': . . . : r.· .. 

From the definition ·or: F m' the po"1~~ ~r un1 t length required to produce 

a given value· of magnetic :pressure is given by: · · 

B2 
~J =· .. · 0 
·m . Bn 1 ·=··s l 

Fm . m o F 
m 

watts/em (18). 

.-f; 

.:){ 
-~ .. 
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Alternatively, the magnetic pressure produced by the expenditure of 

P.1;11_ watts/ em is 

S = F p m m m 
:dynes/cm2 :· (19) 

Also, from (8 ) , ( ·17) and {18 ) 1 the power dissipated per unit 

volume of magnet material for a given plasma pressure is given by: (unifor.m 

current density case) · 

s m 

(a-1) 2 
watts/cm3 (20) 

The marked effect of.,,;scal.ing up the. dimension r
1

, or of increasing d, 

in reducing the dissipation per unit volume of conductor is apparent. This 

will be of importeYice i,n :later considerations ~f the question of heat tra,n~port 
Wi t.bin the magnet. · · · · 

We can now apply ·the. method used iri obtaining equation (14 ) for the . 
coil figure of merit, ··Fm' to calculate the magneto-resistance correction · 

· · .· ·for a long solenoid.· We have, in genera.J.:, . that 

>,[J xdu f. 
F m (a, x) ·:. :a· -·-1;;;;....---~ 

100 p (x) 

We wish to evaluate ;p(x) in the presence of magneto-resistance. 

take p = p
0 

+ pB with ·i)~·:·r.~~~YB, i.e., proportiona:L to B. Then: 

p(x) • Ja.·, [P 
0 

+ a B( u)J:: } udu 
1 

(2l). 

If we 

(22) 

:.~-. 

·,j · ... , 

' ., 
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where B(u} is given, as can be seen from (11) by 

B(u) j(r) dr .a B
0 

x d u' 

d . . 

1 · x d u' 
l 

UCRL-5630-T 

{23) 

. r J In the case ot· uniform current distribution, x = 1, 'B(u) = B
0 

l_a-u/a-1_ 

and 

J3o • [ a + 2] = P + -
-CX+l ·O ~ 

( 2!t) 

Since yB
0 

= pB (B = B
0

) we see that the mean magneto-resistivity is 

related to the magneto-re~istance at B
0 

throUgh: 

[
··a:+e ]·· 
- 0: + l 

(25) 

i.e., the mean magneto-resistance is about l/3 of the peak magneto-resistance 

value. 

We are nov in a position to evaluate· theoretically the influence of. 

magneto-resistance on. the energy dissipation in a. long solenoid. Using the 

values of~ from Table _II and the values of p
0

(T) ·from the B-G curve we J. .. 

J1'llity plot the mee.n coil resistivity as a function of temperature and magnetic 
M •: 0 

field. Tl:iis is done in Fig. (1) (a) and {b) for ·copper and sodium respectively • 
. . 

The data are plotted as ratios to the s~dard resistivity,-p
81 

of copper 

at 300°K. A value of c:x (ratio of irmer to outer coil radius) of· 2 has been 

assumed in calculating these curves. It .can be seen, however, from (25) 

that these results are not particularly sensi~ive to the value of a chosen. 

In these curves the· role of impurity resistivity has been ignored. The con

di tiona under which this assumption is valid are discussed later. It should 

·_,. 
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also be recognized that some uncertainty, perhaps as large as a factor· 

of Wt>, ~till exists in the values of pB which should apply in large con

ductors, so that the magneto-resistance contribution to the calculated 

losses ma.y be in error by this amount. 

Taking a value of B
0 

of 105 gauss, for example, it is clear that 

theoretical reductions in the mean resistivity of about 100 in the case 

of copper, and more tban 1000 in the case of sodium, seem possible. Since 

these factors appear directly in the rates of heat dissipation per unit 

volume 1n the body of the coil, they will have a profoundly favorable 

influence on the· problems or cooling and heat transfer w1 thin the coil. This is 

one of the most important features of a large cryogenic coil. 

To calculate the overall reduction in power loss associated with the 

production of the magnetic field at en.y given coil temperature, we need only 

mUl.t.iply the results of Fig. ( 1 ) by the values of GR at tbat temperature J 

T81Ue (I • . . This bas ~en done in Figs. ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) for copper 

8.nd: sodium for different values of B 
0 

and for different assumed refrigerator 

mechanical ~fficiencies ~· 

It can:be seen from the curves that unless a sufficiently low temperature 

is attained,; the use of refrigeration wil.l only result in an increase in the 

net power loss (relative to copper at room temperature) since the energy required 

to run the refrigerator is not compensated sufficiently by the reduction in 

the coil losses. It will-also be noted that all the curves exhibit minima, 

thus def1n1,ng opt~ ~l;'atures a.t which to operate. For exampl.e, from 

the figure, it can be seen that a.t 105 gauss, the optimum operating temperature 

for copper coils is about 30~, at which point an overall reduction in net 

·:pOwer loss per unit volume of magnet conductor of ·about 2 is achievable.:: 

For sodium, the po~ntial gains are much more· striking. If we take 

~- = 0. 5, the ovei-a.J..l power losses predicted are only ~ of the standard value, 

a factor of reduction of 25 to 1. This occurs at 10%, however, which w11l 

ac~entuate the refrigeration problem. Even at ~ ~::~ 0 .25, however, the. over

all losses are only &/o of the standard. 

'· 

·.·•· 
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In addition to the reductions sbovn in these figures, some additional 

. "concealed" gains exist. Because of the greatly reduced internal heat transfer 

problems which result from the low volume dissipation rates associated with 

operation, at cryogenic temperatures~ it· should be possible substantially to. 

decrease the fraction of magnet volume devoted to coolant passages. This 

would increase the effective current density in the magnet, producing a higher 

~etic field per imi t magnet volu.me. The additional gain over ordinary 

high field coils ·achievable in this way can be estimated to be·0between 4o~ 

and a factor 2 • 

Some add1 tional gains could conceivably be achieved by redistribution 

of the current density in the coil so as to diminish the effect of· the magneto

resistance. The gains achievable in this way are slight, but may be of some 

interest at the highest magnetic fields.. '!'he effects of cbarlging the distribution 

of current in a solenoid: are most easily calculated in terms of the effect 

· on the coil. figure of merlt F ·• From (22 )and ( 23) it can be show that when m . . . . 
·a linear magneto-resistance effect is present, if the cuiTent density is· 

·assumed to vary as un' then 

= B [ 
a n+.· l_ un+l ] 

· B( u) 0 --. --------- ·. 

c?l - l 

(26) 

and therefore: 

. . 

when b = (pJp
0

) ,is large,; small improv~~ts 1ri .Fm can be obtained by~~ 
positive n values·(9). ·iJhese values of n·:eorrespond to the physical situation 

of· distributing more of. the current in ''th~ outer. portions of the coil, wb.ere 

the field tends to. be · ~aker. The gains 'Which can be achieved in this way 

. can be seen f'rom Fig. ( :5:) which presents the ratio of Fm for n > o to_ Fm 
. f'or n = o, for various values of a. Altlwugh the small reduction in con:· 

This is in contrast to the Bitter mB.gnet.. In such a magnet design, 'be
cause of the unimporbmt role of magneto-resistance at ordinary temperatures 
the most ~:fficient coil is one in which,n Ill! -1, i.e., j "'1/r. See ·.: · . 
D. R. Wells, op. cit. 
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losses achieved in this way would seldom justify the added dif'ficul ty of 

tailoring the current ~nsi ty, in some cases the advantage of the somewhat 

more favorable distribution of mechanical stresses which results from re .. 

distributing the current in this way may ·provide an addi ti0naJ. incentive • 

.Another way1 briefly mentioned earlier, in which some gains might be 

achieved could be through the use of -~.force-free" coil configura.ticms(l€>1 

in which the direction of flow of the current is assumed to be paraJ.lel to 

the direction of the field inside the coti. Since the longitudinal magneto

resistance coefficient is always smaller than_. the transverse m•·rcoef'ficient, 

it wuld apPear that an improVem.ent might be effected. However, force-free 

-coils are less efficient in producing a given vacuum magnetic fiel.d than a 

simple solenoid. 'lheref:'ore, until more a.ccurei.te values for the longitudinal 

m .. ·.r coefficient, are obte.ined and a detailed calculation is done, it is not 

possible to demonstrate that a net gain could in fact be achieved. 

Calculation of Required Purity of Conductor Metal 

To ef'fect substa.ntiSl. ·gains from the cooling of ~et coils high purity 

metals are required. Fortu.nately1 the metals which have been discussed, namely 

copper, aluminum and sodium, possess BC71IIe advantages in this direction.. For 

example, copper) bei.ni a cr~tica.l material. for the electrical and electronic 

industries, is already a~able commerciEUJ.y in high purity form. Sodium 

also seems to possess .. some . advantages from the pur! ty ste.ndpoint. To quote 

MacDonald (ll) in an article on the electrical properties of sodium, " .......... 

on all counts, sodium appe~s of all metals· to be the moat nea,rly "ideal" in 

(electrical) behavior ---•---. Sodium aJ."so occupies a unique place among 

the metaJ.s in accepting .!,!£ other metal, (even of the alkali group) into stable 

solid solution; this is presumably why even readily available commercial 

sodium is of rather high purity. If MacDoria.ld later qualifies hie remarks . 

( l-ri th reference to the solubility of potassium in sodium), but the faet remains 

that the technological problem of obtaining high purity sodium is not onerous. 

10. Furth and Waniek, op. cit. 
11. D. K. C. ·MacDonald, Proc. Roy. Soc., 221, 534 (1954). 
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The pre:aence of magneto-resistance has the effect of somewhat diminiShing. 

purity requirements, especially in the case of copper. That is, whenever~ 

the impurity resistance tem is small compared to the magneto-resistance ·term, 

we may disregard it. · ·Th.e. condition for this to be true can be estimated . . . 

from the magneto-resistance coefficient .'and the known effect of particular 
. (12) . 

impurities on the resistance • Data exists for the effect of adding 

known quanti ties ot: various impurities to copper. In Fig. ( 6 ) curves 

are plotted from these data (assuming Matthl,.essen's Rule) which give the 

allowable i.mpuri ty content vs. magnetic . field, for various 1mpur1 ties 1 in · 

concentrations such that the impurity resistivity contribution is 10~ of 

the peak magneto-resistance. At this impurity level and below, the _impurity, 

resistance should be small enough to be ignored compared to magneto-resistance. . 4 : . 
For fields of 5 x 10 gauss or greater, the required purities are of -t.he 

same order as those attai.Iied in high conductivity ccmu:nercial copper. 

Comparable data does ~ot seem to exist for sodium, but it is predictable 

from coDductivity theory that the addition of impurities will result in iri

creases in resistivity which are of the same order as those in copper. How

ever, since the magneto-resistance effect in sodium is about a factor of 

20 lese than that in copper, it can be expected that the purity requirements 

for sodium will be more severe by about the same factor. This still does not 

· • appear to be a requirement outside the capabilities of modem ultra-pure metal 

technology. In :neas~ts reported by M$CDona.ld(l3) on the resistivity of 

alkali meta..l.s, low impurity resistance contributions were found, f.or. specimens 

With spectroscopically determined purities of 99.9~. ~t Horsley(l4)reports 

practical ·methOds of refining sodium to· purities ·of 99 .9995~ or !2Q. times 

higher pur1 ty than those reported by. MacDonald in his experiments. 

In the calculations to be given below it is assumed that the conductOr 

. material of' the coU ·is of high purity and is used in the. wholly annealed 

s.tate •. This condition can:probably be closely approached, especially with 

12 ~ D. K. C. MacDonald, ~dbucb der Physik, op •. ·cit., pg. 189, and 
. . A. N. Gennetsen, Hancibuch der Physik,' op~ cit., pgo 210. 
13. · D. K. c. Mac~d ~d K. Mendelssohm,. ''The Resistivity of Na at Low 

Temperatures", Proc •. Roy. Soc., A, 202, 103 (1950) .. . 
14. G. W. Horsley, ''The t'urification of Sodium by Vacuum Distillation"/ 

.A.E.R.-E., Report -M/R, ··1152 (1953) . . . _· . . 

··:_· 

' . -~ 

,·; 

· .. '' .. 
·j 

d 
'·j •' .. , 
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sodium, much is self annee.Ung at low temperature. Hovever1 the fact ~t 

there still exist uncertainties of permi.ps a factor . of two in the basic magneto

resistance data on sodium, a.nd .the fact that really large bulk samples have· 

not yet been tested, means that one must expec~ the present calculations to 

be uncertain by about ~. 8ame amount, i.e., by about a .factor of two, up 

or dow, at high field values. It is not inconceivable that even larger 

discrepancies then this might arise, but it does not appear possibl~ for 

them to be as large as an order of ma.gni tude. 

Numerical Evaluation of Power Losses to Maintain.: Confining Field 

We may now eval.uate the total. power required to maintain the <?Onfining 

~tic field, using ~ · results wich b.Sve been derived in preceding sections • 

It is convenient again to present these with reference to a ·"standard:' coil, 

·the dissipatic~>n of Which can then be multiplied by appropriate factors to _ 

deterinine actual coil dissipation and net ene~ expenditures. The standard 
. . 

we shall use is a l0ng cylindricai solenoid cons.isting of solid copper (coil 

packing fraction aa 1.0) carrying a uniform current density at 300 °K. 'rhe 

dissipation per centimeter of this coil then may be found from the expression 

(:r6'- ) for F • In Fige ( 7· ) the "standard" solenoid dissipatien per centimeter m ... 
is plotted~· magnetic field'for various .values of a. It can be seen 1;.hat 

. 0 . 
at 300 K, coil dissipation factors are very lar&e, amounting to some 103 

kilowatts/ em at 100 kilogauss for a aa 2. •· . 

To find the dissip$tion of a refrigerated coil, 1 t is only necessary to 

mUltiply the power loss of the standard_ coil by: (l) the ;reciprocal of the .. 

p~ing fraction and (2) the. rela:tive resistiv'-tY as given by the curves o~ 

Fig. ( 1 ) • Consider, for.exampJ.e, a long solenoiq with sodium conductor~, 
. . . . 0 . 

for which a = 2 and the ~eking fraction is 0.9. ·It operated at 10 K, at a 
field of 105 gauas the c~~i dissipa.tion:Wr"ns out _to be only 86 watts/em, 

or less than l./1000 of the dissipation of ·the "standard" coil. 
. . ~. . 

Similarly a CQpper s~lenoid with pa.ck,1ng fr~Wtion of ·0.9, 0: = 21 ope~ted 

at· 30~ and producing a field of 105 gauss, diS$ipates 1800 watts/em or about . 

1.~ of the pouer dissipated by the standard coil. 

;~: 

:I 

·',:. 
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. Tb find the overall energy cost of maintaining the magnetic field it 

is only necessary_to multiply.the coil dissipations by the value of GR 

appropriate to the operating t~rature. Alternative1y, the dissipation. 

rate of the .,standard11 coil can be multiplied by the reduction factors ?f 

Fig. (2,3;4). Thus for ~e .sodium eo1enoid exampl.e above, if 'lJt = 0 .5, the· 

overall power 1oss including refrigeration turns out to be 4.6 kilowatts/em 

or only 4.~ of the power loss of the standard solenoid. 'l'b.ese ca.lculati()ns 

are of course theoretical and therefore as yet unproved experimentally, for 

· the reasons diseussed earlier. 

It· should be noted that in all cases of interes~~ the factor GR will be 

substantially larger than ·ene. For exampl.e, in theN~-examp1e above, GR .; '59• 
Thus the actual power reql.l.ired to produce the fie1d i ~ onl.y 1/ 58th or 1. n, 
of' the power required by the refrigeration pl.ant. It follows that any in.;; 

efficiencies which may · occ\lr in the magnet power supply are of negligibl~· 

importance in the ove~;.\power balance/·;a;s long as they do not appear~~:'" 
heat in the cryog~nic ·ci~'lli.t. ..··· .. 

It should be recogriized that the ~~:wrie heat ·dissipation rates Whieh'.: 
will be encotintered ~ ~·design of the~e .refrigerated coils wi1l no:rma.l:iy 
be very small compared .to .~sual practic~ .•... For exampl.e, in the sodium coil 

.above, if the inner di&me~er of the coit:were 100 em, the dissipation rat~. 

·· per un1 t V01ume of condUctor Wul.d be onfy fii.OOUt 0 .004 watts/ cm3 or less .. " 

· . than one mi11ionth · df that· which is· succ~s~t'ul1yused in high fie1d inagn~te 
(such as the Bitter ~t) in the labo~~ry. ).This means that relativel;; 

· simpl.e ga.s cooling. sys~~~~ using he1iuni·k~ the boolant, should be more than 
adequate ~ cope w1 th ~: )leat transfer :Jit>biem •. · Aiding the heat transf~~ .. 

. . \~ . . . . . . . .· ..... L: 
p~b1em is the fact the.~ .'the thermal con~:t~ctivity·:bf the conductors will. ·• 

become substantially hi~r at low tempe~~res; ;relative to Values at room 

temperature. For~~/ at 1oCX, the:tlt~~ c~nductivity of sodium i·s:;': 

· 20 watts/em degree(15), ~.compared witb.:4'·iraJ.ueof' onl.y 1.3 we.tts/cm.desree 

at room temperature~ ...... 

15. D. K. C. MacDonald, G. K. White and S• B. Woods, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, 
235; 358 (1956) 

'·· 
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In the discussion of coil losses, mention should be made of the problem 

of mechanical stresses arising from the large magnetic forces associated 

with the use of high magnetic 1'iel.~. In ·small. coils used in the laboratory 

this can become a serious problem at fields above a few hundred thousand .· 

gauss. Howver, some of' tb.e!3e problems votil.d. appear to be substantially 

less severe for cryogenically cooled coi.ls. First, the yield strength and 

ultimate tensile strength of all metals increases substantially at low 

temperatures, compared to values at room temperature. For ordinary metals, 

the increase amounts to abOut a factor of' two, so that copper, for example:, 

becemes comparable in yield. and tenai.le strength to mild steel~16) AlthCi>Ugb 

the strength of sodium also increases by about the same factor, 1 t is still 

small., so that additional reinforcement would be required. 

The second factor which alleviates the mechanical. stress prob.lem is 

that in J.arge coils tb.e me·chanica.l stresses, which are distributed over the 

entire coil volume, ere generally reduced When the size and relative radial 

thickness of the coil is. increased. The net body force per unit volume 

exerted by the ~tic field is proportional to the gradient of the magnetic 

energy density w1 thin tbe coil windi:1s. In a long solenoid, the main forces 

are therefore radial.,.and.-. a.re given by 17) : 

dF = 

. If the current density. Varies within the . coil 
.. ,·:.,.,. 2 

dFo·~,,; Bo 

rl_.,, ~ 
(n + l) 2 

(if+1 - l) . 

un _(cf+l _ u!l+l) .. 

.(29)' .. 

This bas its maximUm _value·: at u = a (n/?n+i) ·{n/n+l), were it is equaJ. 
.· ':.·i; 

16~ 

17 ... 
. . . 

::. 'l 

R. J. Corruccini, :~~cal Engineen_.ng··.Progress, a pp •. 262, 342 an4. 
397 (1957) -:·:: ::... . .. , ,.. . . ' . 
D. R. Wells~ op~ cit_ •. ; has given a d~tailed analysis of the mecbanica.l 
stresses in Bitter Jllt:ijplets, a problem-which is related tO. the one treated 
~re. . ' 

J' 
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2 (n/n+l) 
(n+l) n 

(2n+l) (2n+l/n+l) 
(30) 

If' n a .o (uniform current distribution) dFMAX occurs at the imier:;:'. 
boundary and is equal to 

(31) 

If in equation (30 ),·n = 1, correeponding to a redistribution of'.the 

current toward the outer radius, the maxirirum body· force vill occur within 

·~ coil, lmere for a • 2/ it will reach .a peak value only 52~ of the peak 

value for n == 0. Tbis ~ b~ a worthwhill· ga,in to exploit if operation at 

very large fields i~ coritempiated. 

In summary, it has b~n shown that cryogenic techniques offer t.he possibility"· 

of substantially improving the efficiency and practicality of generating high 

magnetic fields in air-core coils of large size. Overall redUcti0ns .. ;in power 

requirements of a.s high· as 251 by comparison w1 th conventional coils~ are 

predicted, provided higb, · purity cond.uC::tors and efficient refrigeration cycles 

are used. . Potential unce~ties iri the basic conductivity data used in 

these confign:rations1 . ~ver, introduces an uncertainty of about a factor 

of 2 in the expected ~ns. 

The achievement. of a factor of 10 or more reduction in the power requirements · 

of large, high field air core magnets should have. a substantial effect on 

their cost and practicality for high energy accelerators and related activities. 

· Looking. to the future, such gains can be shown also tO be of potentially ; -_ 

great practical importance if fusion power reactors using externally generated 

magnetic fields to coil.fine the rea.ct~ng plasma can be perfected. 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the· Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information con
tained in this report, or that the use of any information, apparatus, method, 
or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method or process dis
closed in this report. 

As used in the above, 11 person acting on behalf of the Commission 11 

includes any employee or contractor of the commission, or employee of such 
contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, 
or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commis
sion, or his employment with such contractor. 




